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Abstract
This paper analyzes severe, broadband, radio frequency interference (RFI) signatures that are commonly observed in L-band ALOS PALSAR images acquired in the American Arctic. A spatial and temporal analysis of RFI
distortions is presented, showing widespread contamination of L-band SAR especially near the American Arctic
coast. The specific time frequency signature of the interfering signals is introduced and it is demonstrated that
standard notch filtering algorithms, such as those used in the operational ALOS PALSAR processor, are insufficient for their removal. A new approach for RFI reduction is presented and its performance for correcting image
quality, polarimetric signature, and interferometric phase is demonstrated.
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RFI – A Growing Issue in Radar Remote Sensing

Radio Frequency Interference (RFI) has long been
identified as a problem in L-band Synthetic Aperture
Radar (SAR), limiting the application, performance,
and applicable signal bandwidth of SAR at many areas
around the globe. Several algorithms for RFI mitigation have been developed throughout the recent decades [1-3], whose performance depends on the timefrequency characteristics of observed RFI signals.
Especially in the American Arctic, RFI distortions in

L-band SAR data are a widespread problem as stated
in [4] and [5]. The distribution and severity of RFI in
ALOS PALSAR data over the American Arctic is
shown in Figure 1. Here RF interference levels were
quantified using a data screening method (see [5]) and
color coded according to their severity. It can be seen
that large parts of the Arctic coast and extended areas
of the State of Alaska are affected by moderate to severe RFI. High quality RFI filtering is therefore mandatory to provide consistently well calibrated L-band
SAR data for these areas.

Figure 1 Spatial distribution and strength of RFI signatures in the American Arctic analyzed from a set of
ALOS PALSAR images. The bounding boxes show the geographic location of ALOS PALSAR data that has
been analyzed for RFI. The color of the bounding box classifies the strength of the RFI interference. Several areas of high RFI can be identified across the Arctic coast. Dish symbols indicate locations of known RFI sources.
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Residual RFI in ALOS PALSAR Level 1.1 Data

2.1

Observed Artifacts

The presence of unsuccessfully filtered interference
signals in the American Arctic was first recognized in
Pauli decomposition images derived from operationally processed level 1.1 PALSAR scenes near Barrow,
Alaska. Figure 2 shows two examples of RFI-induced
artifacts for images acquired over Barrow in April
2009. Significant polarimetric signature variations can
be identified over regions that appear to have similar
surface characteristics. The strong color changes in
the polarimetric decomposition would indicate strong
changes in scattering properties, which appear unrealistic. Additional small scale artifacts are visible. Both
signal patterns are typical for RFI-affected data [1].

2.2

RFI also causes polarimetric distortions, affects interferometric phase, and reduces interferometric coherence. For a short description of the RFI notch filter
implemented in the ALOS PALSAR processor, please
refer to [4].
The RFI signals observed in these data are consistent
with the signatures of the L-band over the horizon radar system AN/FPS-117, manufactured by LockheedMartin. This system is very popular in air space surveillance, is frequently used by military and civilian
airports, and is the backbone of the North Warning
System (NWS), a chain of military early warning installations. The stations of the NWS are shown in Figure 1 (satellite dish symbols). Their locations are in
good agreement with regions of strong RFI activity.

Characteristics of RFI Signatures

A characterization of the interference signatures was
performed based on level 1.0 PALSAR imagery. Important parameters of RFI signals in the context of
SAR are their range bandwidth and their temporal behavior during data acquisition [1]. For the interference
signatures in question, these parameters can be analyzed in a range-frequency azimuth-time representation of affected ALOS PALSAR level 1.0 data, an example of which is shown in Figure 3. In this figure interference signals show up as bright linear features
superimposed on the regular image clutter. It can be
seen that this particular RFI source causes high-power,
wide bandwidth, temporarily narrow signatures whose
center frequency is randomly changing with time. In
such complex RFI environments where the RFI is
changing from pulse to pulse and exhibits complex
spectral characteristics, simple notch filtering algorithms, as the one implemented in the ALOS PALSAR
processor, are not effective and result in unacceptable
loss of image resolution and image quality. Residual

Figure 3 RFI signatures in ALOS PALSAR data over
the American Arctic. A segment of 2000 azimuth lines
of a PALSAR level 1.0 image is shown in a rangefrequency azimuth-time representation. Interferences
appear as bright linear features.
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In order to obtain maximal image quality, highest polarimetric fidelity, and optimal interferometric SAR
(InSAR) performance, it is desirable to remove the
RFI signal prior to processing. For this purpose, a new
RFI filter method was developed that is optimized to
remove residual RFI signatures that cannot be corrected by the notch filtering algorithm implemented in the
operational ALOS PALSAR processor. The approach
analyzes the SAR data in azimuth time rather than
range frequency and uses statistical methods to detect
and remove RFI signatures.
After range compression, sections of ~2000 azimuth
lines are transformed into the range-frequency azimuth-time domain. A specific range frequency slice is
extracted from the two dimensional data. In this slice,
interference signatures are detected using Fisher’s Ztest, a statistical outlier test.

3.1
Figure 2 Pauli RGB images of sea ice near Barrow,
Alaska. Note the unrealistic variation of polarimetric
signatures over similar looking sea ice floes and the
green and purple image artefacts.

A Custom Processor for RFI
Mitigation

Statistical Interference Detection
and Notch Filtering

In an attempt to simultaneously optimize accuracy and
simplicity of the outlier detection algorithm, the SAR
raw data is approximated by a lognormal distribution,
an assumption that is frequently used to describe the

a)

b)

Figure 4 a) Visualization of the variation of signal
power along a cut through azimuth-time rangefrequency diagram along azimuth (12,000 azimuth
lines are shown). Narrow peaks in the plot are due to
RFI; b) after azimuth-analysis based notch filtering
most of the interfering signals were removed.
statistics of SAR data [6]. The extracted frequency
slice is log transformed to generate data of approximate Gaussian distribution. Assuming that the number
of interference-affected samples is low relative to the
total number of data points, the parameters of the statistical distribution (mean values  and standard deviation ) can be estimated directly from the observations. Based on these parameters, a statistical outlier
test is defined that identifies interference signals using
a Z-test principle. After detection, the detected RFI
signals are removed using a notch filter approach.
Figure 4 exemplifies the effectiveness of the proposed
approach for a 12,000 line segment of a PALSAR image. As seen in Figure 4a, RFI signatures appear as
narrow isolated spikes in a range frequency slice. Figure 4b shows that almost all of the interfering signals
were detected and removed after application of the
developed algorithm.

3.2

Work Flow of Custom Processor

To generate RFI-free, radiometrically and polarimetrically calibrated SAR images, a customized SAR processor was developed. The workflow of the processor
is presented in Figure 5. After range compression and
differential range cell migration correction (RCMC),
the SAR data is transformed into the range-frequency
azimuth-time domain. There, first a conventional
notch filter (NF), similar to the one implemented in
the PALSAR processor, is applied. Subsequently, the

Figure 6 HV operational filtered (top), and new azimuthal filtered (bottom) focused images. The operational filter does not remove all image artifacts while
the proposed filter restores the original image quality.
above introduced statistical azimuth filter is used to
detect and remove residual RFI. Azimuth compression
followed by radiometric and polarimetric calibration
concludes the processing flow.
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To demonstrate the effectiveness of the new RFI filter,
RFI-affected full-polarimetric ALOS PALSAR data
acquired near Barrow, Alaska were processed using
both the operational PALSAR processing stream and
the customized processor. To quantify the performance of the customized processor, all processed data
were analyzed for image quality, polarimetric signature, and InSAR coherence.

4.1

Improvements of Image Quality

The improvements of SAR image quality achieved by
the customized processor are exemplified in Figure 6.
There, both the operationally (top panel) and custom
focused (bottom panel) HV channel of a PALAR acquisition over Barrow, Alaska are presented. Figure 6
shows that the operational ALOS PALSAR RFI filter
is not able to suppress the complex RFI signals present in this image. Clear image artifacts remain after
image focusing. The customized algorithm, however,
successfully removed the bulk of the RFI energy and
produced high quality SAR data.

4.2
Figure 5 Workflow of the custom processor for RFI
mitigation.

Validation of RFI Filter Performance

Correction of Polarimetric
Signature

To visualize the improvements of polarimetric signature, full-polarimetric PALSAR scenes were processed

a)

b)
Figure 8 Coherence PDFs for an InSAR pair of RFIaffected PALSAR images processed by both the operational (black dashed line) and the custom (black
solid line) processor. Through customized RFI processing, a coherence improvement could be achieved.
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c)
d)
Figure 7 Improvement of polarimetric signature exemplified by a polarimetric clustering example: a)
and b) before-and-after Pauli RGB images; c) and d)
before-and-after segmented class images. The proposed filtering algorithm results in flatter response,
sharper detail and better defined clusters.
to Pauli RGB images. Pauli images off the operational
processor are shown in Figure 7a while custom processed data is presented in Figure 7b. The color distortions visible in Figure 7a are corrected in Figure 7b
to virtually “flat” Pauli RGB images whose polarimetric signatures now correspond to surface features.
Figure 7c and d show the results of a clustering approach where the data of Figure 7a and b was used to
classify the imaged area into various surface classes. It
is evident that the custom processor (Figure 7d) produces more distinct and realistic classification results
that are of higher geophysical relevance.

4.3

Enhancement of Interferometric
SAR Coherence

To determine the performance of the custom processing flow for interferometric SAR (InSAR) data, a
pair of RFI-affected PALSAR images near Barrow,
Alaska was processed to interferograms. SAR image
processing was done using both the operational and
the custom processor. The identical InSAR processing
stream was applied to both the operational and custom
processed SAR imagery. After InSAR processing, coherence probability density functions (PDFs) were
calculated for both data and compared for relative performance assessment. The coherence PDFs are visualized in Figure 8 for both the operational and custom
processor. A clear coherence improvement was
achieved by applying the custom processing scheme.

Conclusions

RF interference is a severe and growing issue in Lband radar remote sensing that affects many areas
around the globe. It was shown that PALSAR data
over the American Arctic coast is consistently affected
by complex RFI signatures, whose effects cannot be
sufficiently removed using traditional notch filter algorithms. A novel processing scheme was presented
that is capable of effectively removing RFI artifacts.
In examples it was shown that the developed technique leads to improved image quality, polarimetric
integrity, and InSAR coherence.
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